QUICK FACTS
110,000+ jobs in San Diego are directly supported by
international exports and FDI.
FDI represents 5.0% of employment in the San Diego
region, but accounts for 20.3% of goods exports, 18.9% of
corporate R&D and 15.2% of capital investment.
San Diego’s top five investment markets – Tokyo,
London, Paris, Cambridge and Stockholm – represent
about 40% of all FDI into the San Diego region.
Canada, Mexico, Japan, the U.K. and China represent the
top five destinations for exports from San Diego.
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KEY FINDINGS
Advanced industries drive both exports and FDI. 44% of the region’s jobs in FOEs are in advanced industries, and the
concentration continues to increase locally even though it has remained stagnant in the U.S. as a whole. Similarly, the tech
sector and computer and electronic products are the region’s fastest growing and largest export sectors, respectively.

STRATEGIES
MetroConnect

STRATEGY 1

The dynamic along the U.S.–Mexico border reinforces San Diego’s position as a powerhouse for advanced industries. 45% of
Tecate and Tijuana’s jobs in FOEs are in advanced industries, and one-third of FOEs in Baja list California as the location of
their headquarters.

STRATEGY 2

Global economic engagement oﬀers enormous growth potential. However, companies are not equipped with the
information and resources to help them export or attract attention from foreign investors. More than 400 companies
interviewed during this process identified this lack of information and resources about exporting as the most important
barrier to going global.

STRATEGY 3

San Diego also needs to do a better job of telling its story. The region does not clearly communicate its value proposition to
global investors and customers.

Ajinomoto, a large Japanese conglomerate, acquired Althea Technologies
in 2013 leading to increased sales and local employment for the
pharmaceutical company as it gained access to the Asian markets.

Percentage of Jobs in Foreign-Owned Establishments (FOEs)
in Advanced Industries

Launch the MetroConnect Prize to provide innovative
SMEs with matching grants to help them go global.

Drive Innovation through Talent: strengthen the
workforce of today, deepen the workforce of the future
Expand upon the success of the Qualcomm Thinkabit Lab to inspire
more students to pursue careers in the STEM-related industries that
drive San Diego’s global engagement.

Realize CaliBaja’s potential through connections with
priority and emerging markets
Leverage our relationship with National Geographic and the Brookings
Institution to showcase our innovative bi-national region to the world.

Mainstream global activity as a key component of
regional business retention and expansion eﬀorts

STRATEGY 4

50.0%
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Conduct an economic impact study of the region’s world-renowned
research institutions.
Ensure companies have the resources and information they need to
go global.

30.0%
BAE Systems is a global defense, security and aerospace company that
maintains a significant presence in San Diego.

Catalyze growth of advanced industries

Western Europe and East Asia, especially Japan and the U.K., are both top sources of FDI and top destinations for exports
from San Diego. Tokyo, London, Paris, Cambridge, Stockholm, Seoul, Vancouver, Toronto, Tijuana and Munich are the leading
economic partners for the San Diego region.

Our region’s strengths are clear. Our region’s challenges remain.

Japan-based Kyocera has been in San Diego over 40 years and employs
hundreds of highly-skilled men and women at its manufacturing facilities
in San Diego and Tijuana.

3. Enhance our regional identity to increase
the region’s global fluency and
competitiveness.

San Diego will implement the following strategies – with select tactics –
in order to convert broad objectives into actionable approaches.

powered by

Qualcomm, San Diego’s largest private employer, helps keep the world
connected with mobile- the largest technology platform in history.

2. Deepen economic ties between the
San Diego region and strategic markets.

FDI and international exports are mutually reinforcing. In fact, while foreign-owned establishments (FOEs) represent 5% of
San Diego companies, they are responsible for 20.3% of the region’s exports.

San Diego’s excellence in advanced industries can be attributed to its world-class workforce and research capabilities. 40%
of college graduates in the region have a degree in a STEM-related field, ranking San Diego 2nd in the nation. Additionally, the
region’s 80+ research institutions are developing breakthroughs in genomics, wireless communications, cancer treatments,
and so much more.

FORGING GLOBAL PATHWAYS

1. Drive job growth through expanding FDI
and international exports.
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Source: The Brookings Institution with analysis by UC San Diego IR/PS

STRATEGY 5

Maximize infrastructure assets
Increase global connections through our airport and port to our
key global metro partners, and improve border wait times.

WHY GO GLOBAL?

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

The San Diego region is poised to strengthen its economy through
increased global economic activity. In an increasingly integrated
world economy, more strategic global economic engagement will
prove crucial to San Diego’s sustained economic competitiveness.
San Diego must leverage international exports and foreign direct
investment (FDI) to create jobs, increase competitiveness, and boost
the region’s global identity. Achieving these objectives will require a
strategic and collaborative approach drawing on the relative
strengths of dedicated government, industry and academic partners.
Exports and FDI directly support over 110,000 jobs in the San Diego
region – or about 8.2 % of all jobs in San Diego County. They
contribute to a disproportionate share of the R&D taking place in San
Diego. The foreign capital global companies attract is vital to
catalyzing start-up growth and company expansion in one of the
most innovative regions in the world. Through the development of
products and services that global consumers demand, these
companies connect San Diego to the world.
With a keen understanding of San Diego’s current situation and a
collective desire to improve the region’s global position, key
stakeholders have organized themselves around one unifying goal:
maximize San Diego’s economic competitiveness and prosperity
through increased global engagement.

San Diego is the 17th largest
metro by GDP in the U.S., but it
ranks 61st in terms of export
intensity and 49th in the US in
terms of the percentage of jobs
in foreign-owned firms.
Source: The Brookings Institution

A Global Trade and Investment Initiative

San Diego is a global city, attracting foreign investment
and talent from all over the world. You don't export unless you are
making a product that is high quality that the rest of the world wants,
and you don't attract investment from around the world unless you are
really good at what you do. And that's the San Diego story.

Bruce Katz

Vice President and Founding Director,
Metropolitan Policy Program, The Brookings Institution

GoGlobalSD.org

info@sandiegobusiness.org for questions and comments
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